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Notes to the Reader:
While the authors of this book have made reasonable efforts to ensure the accuracy and
timeliness of the information contained herein, the author and publisher assume no

liability with respect to loss or damage caused, or alleged to be caused, by any reliance on
any information contained herein and disclaim any and all warranties, expressed or
implied, as to the accuracy or reliability of said information. The authors make no

representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents
of this work and specifically disclaim all warranties. The advice and strategies contained
herein may not be suitable for every situation. It is the complete responsibility of the
reader to ensure they are adhering to all local, regional and national laws.

This publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to
the subject matter covered. It is sold with the understanding that the authors are not

engaged in rendering professional services. If legal, accounting, medical, psychological, or

any other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional should be
sought.

Success in any business is result of hard work, time, effort and a variety of other factors. No
expressed or implied guarantees of income or spillover are made by reading this work, or
by joining and/or purchasing any program(s) recommended within this work. Individual
results may vary.
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How To Make Money With Amazon Affiliate Marketing
Amazon is the world’s biggest retailer online, and the best thing
about them is that they are sharing their profits! You can make
money while they are making money.
The Amazon Associate Program provides compensation to their
affiliate members who are referring customers to purchase in
Amazon.com. They are offering a profitable opportunity for
everyone to earn a huge amount of money.

Amazon.com is a world trusted brand. To prove, Nielson
Research reported that Amazon is the most trusted brand
worldwide and number 1 most popular shopping destination
online. Amazon has millions of loyal customers all over the world
and they spend more money in this online shopping marketplace
than any other retailing site.
By being an affiliate member of Amazon.com, you will get a
commission to the products you refer to the people. The good
thing is that a huge number of Amazon’s online customers
normally purchase more than 1 product per session. For this
reason, as an affiliate member, you will not only earn a
commission on the product that you are promoting for people to
buy, but your commission will be based on all the products that
they bought once they are on Amazon.
The commission on Amazon begins at 4% and can increase up to
15%. If you just sell 4 products per month, your commission will
increase to 6%. The compensation goes like this, the more
4

products you sell per month, then the higher your commission will
be. Imagine if you have a lot of customers and they are
purchasing more than 1 product at Amazon, the commission you
can obtain when the payday comes will certainly be a big amount
of money.
Here are the commission details
Compensation option 1 – Performance Fee Structure
When you become a member of this program, you will be
automatically enrolled in the Performance Fee Structure. This
commission structure enables you to get higher fees once you
generate an adequate amount of referrals that will result in sales
on Amazon.com per month. The greater your referrals, the higher
your earnings will be.
With this commission structure, your advertising rate ranges from
4 percent up to 15 percent and will be based in the total amount
of successful shipped items coming from Amazon and 3rd party
sellers.
For more details, refer to the chart below.
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Compensation option 2 – Classic Free Structure
This commission structure is the fixed referral rate plan. With
Classic Free Structure, you will get 4 percent advertising fee on
the products offered by 3rd parties or Amazon.com.
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So, if you want to start making money using Amazon Affiliate
Program, here are the things you should do. This will help you to
make more money on Amazon.com

Successful Factors To Make Money on Amazon’s Affiliate
Marketing Program
1. Sign Up And Play By The Rules
The first most important thing that you should do is to sign
up with the Amazon Affiliate Program (click on the link to
register).
First: Sign In

Second: Register
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Once Amazon.com approves your application, you will be
given an access to a special section on their site, which will
give you many different ways on how you can link to the
official website of Amazon or the products they sell.
After that, you will have to create affiliate links in your
website, which will lead directly to Amazon or any product
that they are selling on their site.
If the visitor of your site clicks in any of your approved
affiliate links and directed to Amazon.com, and they bought
any item at Amazon within the given time period which is
stated in the affiliate agreement, you earn a percentage of
commission for that successful purchase.
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As with the affiliate program, you need to follow strictly the
terms of agreement, and be sure to promote the affiliate links
in your site according to the affiliate agreement.
Take Note: If you will not follow correctly the terms of
agreement of the affiliate program of Amazon.com, you will
be removed from them and you will lose all the commission
that you have earned since the time you have started as an
affiliate associate. That would certainly be a huge loss in
your part.
For example, buying from Amazon.com using your own
approved affiliate links maybe a good idea as you will be
able to get a discount, but for your information this is
considered as a violation of Amazon’s terms of agreement.
First timers tend to do this, and they end up losing the
commissions they have earned and the opportunity to make
more money.
There are others more so read and understand the terms of
agreement. In this way, you will be able to make sure that
you can continue earning money from the affiliate program of
Amazon.com.
2. Choose A Niche Where Profit is Present
If you want to make sure that you will make money with
Amazon Affiliate Program, one of the most important things
that you should do is to choose the right niche. This is not all
about selecting a niche that you are interested to engage
with, but this is particularly about choosing a niche where
there is profit.
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Well, there are some theories online on how to choose a
good niche on Amazon.com, but the best way to find a
profitable niche is to select a product niche that is
reasonably new, which has a good market demand or
search volume and priced at a reasonable amount.
Another effective way for you to find a profitable niche is to
identify your passion. Take, for example, you are passionate
about books, you can go to Amazon.com and find out the
most in demand books nowadays and promote them.
If you want, you can easily find a good niche by checking out
the bestsellers on Amazon.com. Go to their website, in the
search box, click the arrow pointing down just beside it and a
list of products by category will appear. Select the category
that you want to engage with and click “Go.”
Below the search box, there are a number of options to
choose from for a better search result. There you will see the
“Best Sellers” option, click it and it will show you the most in
demand products in that particular category.
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When you find a potential niche where there is profit, start
building a good blog regarding this niche.
You can start by building a free blog with Wordpress and
Blogger. Click the link, then sign up and create a blog.
If you want, you can get started by getting your own server
from HostGator or BlueHost.
Once you already have a blog, start researching for a good
keyword that is relevant to your niche using keyword
research tool such as Google AdWords or Market Samurai
for better search results. Consider those niche relevant
keywords that have high searches and low competition.
And if you find a good keyword for your niche, start making
an article about it and use it to promote a certain product by
putting a simple, yet enticing hyperlink message directing to
Amazon.com or the particular product you are promoting. In
this way, you will be able to increase your chance to drive
your visitors to purchase the product you are promoting at
Amazon.com.
3. Create A Product Review Site or Blog Review Site
One of the most effective ways that affiliate marketers use to
make money at Amazon.com is by creating a blog review or
product review website for the items that they would like to
promote and earn commission.
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A blog review, for example, is a great way to convince or
drive the visitors of your site to visit Amazon.com and make
a purchase.
Once you found a list of products to promote on
Amazon.com or any other reliable sources, write an enticing
and honest review about them.
Tell something that will educate your readers about the
product such as the advantages of it, the benefits it can
provide and so on as well as how that product can serve as
a big help for them when they use it.
In addition, include also some attractive facts such as
discounts or money back guarantee. This will help you to
encourage your readers to try the product and buy it at
Amazon.
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Take Note: Your new site cannot work on its own to attract
online customers to visit your blog. You need to promote
your site in order for you to be visited by potential customers.
Promote your blog by article marketing, forum marketing,
social bookmarking, social media marketing, and other
effective online marketing strategies.
4. Choose The Right Product To Promote
The most ideal products to promote are those items that are
in demand at this time. The rule here is simple, if the product
is in demand, promote it, but if not, then don’t as simple as
that. Why choose to risk your time for products that are not
getting any good sales, if there are those saleable products
available for you to choose from. Be wise!

One of the best ways for you to choose a good product to
promote is to be updated with the hottest trends. Anything
that is currently advertised on the television or radio is an
ideal product to promote online.
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You can watch The View and other popular shows to know
the products that the show is promoting. Popular and
reputable shows like The View are really influential, so when
they promote the product of their guest, viewers tend to
purchase it.
Considered as the easiest method, another effective way for
you to find an ideal product to promote is to go to the official
website of Amazon then check out their bestselling products.
Find for a good product to promote that is related to the
niche that you are going after into.
Aside from these, you can also find an ideal product to
promote by reading blog reviews or product review sites.
Choose those products that have a lot of good customer
reviews online.
5. Put The Amazon Links On The Right Place
Typically, for you to make money on this affiliate program of
Amazon.com, your visitors should go to your website, click
the valid affiliate links to be directed on Amazon, and buy
from them. However, placing the approved link in the wrong
location will lessen your chance to make money.
The key here for you to succeed and earn money from this
affiliate program is to put your approved affiliate links in the
right place.
It is very important to strategically put your Amazon Affiliate
Links on your website in order for you to obtain the best
results.
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Take Note: Your chance to make money with Amazon
Affiliate Program will depend on the location of your affiliate
links in your website. Putting the affiliate links on the right
place, the higher your chance to drive a visitor of your site to
purchase from Amazon.com.
Some of the most effective ways for you to maximize your
potential to make money from Amazon Affiliate Program is to
put your approved links on banners, sidebar widgets and
articles or product reviews in your site. These are the best of
all possible placements in your website, and these are the
top locations that high earning affiliate members are putting
their approved links.
To be particular, here are the most effective Amazon linking
methods you can use to your full advantage.
• Recommended Product Links – This method enables
you to display a number of product images with
descriptions basing from the keywords that you have
selected. This linking method will ensure that the
products showed in your site are relevant to your niche.
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The nice thing with this is that you have the ability to
control and modify the size of the display box according
to your preference as well as its color.
• Search Box – Placing a search box in your site that
your visitors can use to search for products at
Amazon.com is also a good linking method. If they
found a product and followed the link to Amazon.com to
purchase it, then you get commission for this.

• Content Links – This Amazon linking method enables
you to put a text link within a certain part of your article,
which will lead to Amazon.com or to the page where the
particular product that you are promoting is located.
For example, perhaps you wrote an article or review
about Samsung Galaxy. You can hyperlink word
Samsung Galaxy using the exact URL of that product
on Amazon.com, so that when the readers click it, they
will be directed to it on the site of Amazon.
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• Slide Show – This is one of the most effective linking
methods available as it can easily attract the visitors of
your site to check the product and go to Amazon.com.

In this method, you just have to simply choose the
products that you want to promote and they will
eventually be displayed in the slide show in a rotating
order.
The moving products from the slide show can certainly
get the attention of the visitors of your site, which in turn
increases the chance that they will click them and take
time to check them out on Amazon.com.
Maximize your full potential to make money online with the use of
this Affiliate Program. Use this guide to help you succeed in
making money with Amazon Affiliate Program.
So, if you want to ensure that you will make money with Amazon
Affiliate Program, follow these things mentioned above and
incorporate them properly. In this way, you will be able to make
sure that you will earn higher amounts of money from being an
affiliate associate of Amazon.com.
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